A planning study for evaluation of feasibility and benefit of generalized equivalent uniform dose-assisted optimization in volumetric-modulated arc therapy for recurrent head and neck cancer
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Background: Re-irradiation is effective but challenging on balancing the tumor control and late complications for recurrent head and neck cancer (HNC). The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of incorporating the biologically based generalized equivalent uniform dose (gEUD) objective function in the volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) treatment planning optimization process and to evaluate its benefit in such a clinical dilemma.

Methods: Five recurrent HNC cases were selected. Respective original VMAT plan which fulfilled acceptable constraints was created using dose-volume (DV) optimization for each case in the first phase. Based on the DV plan, multiple corresponding plans incorporating the added single Max EUD objective for the spinal cord (SC) with stepwise stricter constraint for further biological optimization were generated for dosimetric comparison. Evaluated parameters compared between DV and DV-gEUD plans included target coverage, conformity index, homogeneity index, and sparing of organs at risk (OARs).

Results: When adopting SC_gEUD90% and SC_gEUD80% as Max EUD constraint of SC, DV-gEUD optimization compared to DV optimization yielded 17.1% and 20.3%, reduction of the average D_max of SC, respectively (both P value <0.05), with a non-inferior target coverage, similar conformity and slightly poorer homogeneity. The planning target volume/OAR geometry might be a factor impacting the extent of benefit provided by this gEUD-assisted optimization process.

Conclusions: The method we recommended as gEUD-assisted optimization is feasible and efficient to produce better plan quality in the re-irradiation setting using VMAT for HNC to diminish the risk of myelopathy. More investigations are awaited for a better understanding of the correlation between the α parameter and the OAR radiobiology.
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Introduction

Radiation therapy plays an important role in the multimodality treatments strategy for head and neck cancer (HNC), either in the post-operative or definitive setting. Despite the advances in management of HNC, failure to the initial treatments for locally advanced disease resulting in local or loco-regional recurrence still happens to up to 40% of patients (1-3). Traditionally, salvage surgery would be the
most effective curative intent treatment option for patients with resectable tumors and sufficient good performance status, however, which account for only a select minority. Re-irradiation to the previously treated area is the possible alternative but poses great challenges to balancing tumor control and late normal tissue toxicity such as extensive fibrosis, osteoradionecrosis, carotid artery blowout and myelopathy. Because of the advent of enormous progress of radiation therapy technology, sophisticated irradiation technique such as intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT), which are capable of providing highly conformal dose distribution with better critical structures sparing makes re-irradiation more acceptable nowadays.

Several reports (2-5) showed that IMRT is more effective and safer for re-irradiation of recurrent HNC compared to conventional technique since that dose escalation could be achievable without exceeding the tolerance of surrounding pre-irradiated late-reacting tissues. Lee et al. (5) retrospectively evaluated a re-irradiation series and revealed a significant increased loco-regional progression free survival in multivariate analysis for patients re-irradiated with IMRT approach.

As a novel radiation technique, VMAT could provide equivalent target volume coverage, dose conformity and homogeneity as well as non-inferior organs at risk (OARs) sparing with additional advantage of reduced monitor units (MUs) and shortened treatment delivery time in many cancer sites (6). More and more studies (7) investigatethe applicability of VMAT for HNC using different treatment planning systems (TPSs), which revealed that two arc VMAT plans achieved better homogeneity, similar conformity with slightly improved sparing of the spinal cord (SC), brain stem, and contra-lateral parotid gland compared to IMRT. Although there is a paucity of data for applying VMAT in re-irradiation setting, it would be considered as a reasonable and promising technique based on an extrapolation of the above evidence.

Conventionally, physical constraints are used, namely, dose-volume (DV) parameters in inverse treatment planning. However, the DV-based objective functions cannot truly reflect the relationship between the biological reactions of tumors, OARs and the radiation dose. The introduction of biological objectives such as generalized equivalent uniform dose (gEUD), tumor control probability (TCP) and normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) in planning optimization process gained increasing attention over the last decade. Niemierko (8) proposed the concept of equivalent uniform dose (EUD), a single metric for reporting non-uniform tumor dose distribution, and further extended it to gEUD (9), which is a single organ specific parameter to account for the biological response according to the delivered dose distribution in that organ. Three commercially available and most commonly used TPSs, namely, Monaco®, Pinnacle®, and Eclipse, offer biological optimization features in their inverse treatment planning module, and gEUD objective is adopted due to which incorporates information about the organ functional architecture serial or parallel, lies in a DV domain more familiar to clinicians, and possesses desired mathematical properties. A few researches (10-16) regarding IMRT incorporating gEUD constraints have demonstrated that biological optimization, either gEUD-based or hybrid, namely, combined DV-based with gEUD cost functions often leads to improved sparing of OARs with comparable target coverage compared to physical optimization alone. However, limited planning studies (17,18) assessing applying gEUD objective in VMAT optimization were published to date.

SC is one of the most critical OARs during radiotherapy. For receiving radiation doses of 50 and 60 Gy, the risk of myelopathy is 0.2%, and 6%, respectively (19). Although that SC tolerance recovery happens to some extent after an elapsed period of time is found in some literature reviews (20,21), the need for sparing of additional dose to SC when re-irradiation as low as technically possible is still paramount to reduce risk of myelopathy.

Hence, the aim of our study was to investigate the feasibility of incorporating the biologically based gEUD objective function in the treatment planning optimization process for cases with recurrent HNC treated with re-irradiation using VMAT to see if any further benefit could be found with respect to its potential to improve dose sparing of the OARs, focusing on the SC, without compromising dose coverage of planning target volume (PTV). We selected different locations and varied sizes of PTV of recurrent HNC for the purpose of hoping to figure out the possible factors that could affect the dosimetric outcomes when using gEUD-assisted optimization.

**Methods**

Five recurrent HNC cases with prior radiotherapy history were selected from our department database. No matter what kind of re-irradiation technique used in actual treatment, new VMAT plans were generated for each case.
in this planning study. In order to simulate the clinical situation of diversely nature, five different tumor sites and volumes were chosen. The characteristics of these cases such as volume of PTV and distance between PTV and SC were listed in Table 1.

The same attending physician specializing in treating HNC delineated the target volume and OARs for all cases, so that the impact of interoperator variations on the contouring was diminished. The OARs for evaluation in this study included SC and contralateral parotid gland due to that all the recurrent tumor chosen located unilaterally either left-sided or right-sided. Other OARs such as brain stem, eyes, lens, optic nerves, chiasm, inner ears, cochleas and larynx were also contoured. The PTV in each case comprised gross contrast enhancing recurrent tumor region with an evenly expanded margin of 5 mm in 6 axes.

All VMAT plans were created using the same 6 MV photon beams commissioned for an Elekta Versa HD Linac (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) and were performed with Philips Pinnacle Planning System v. 9.8 (Philips Medical Systems, Fitchburg, WI, USA) using the SmartArc module with collapsed-cone convolution algorithm with a calculation resolution of 3 mm. Every VMAT plan consists of three repetitive partial arcs with an appropriate gantry rotation range determined corresponding to the PTV location, extent and relation with SC. The directions of two duplicate partial arcs were counter clockwise and the other one was clockwise. The start and stop angles used in each case were depicted in Table 1. For optimization between calculation time and accuracy of treatment planning, the final dose was calculated at a gantry angle spacing of 4°. The same experienced medical physicist carried out all these plans to avoid bias resulted from interoperator difference.

Pinnacle is not a designated biologically based optimization system, but rather applies biological cost functions to enhance the traditional, DV-based optimization method. In addition to a number of DV cost functions such as Min dose, Max dose, Uniform dose, Min DVH, Max DVH, and Uniformity, Pinnacle has three biological cost functions named Min EUD, Target EUD, and Max EUD at its disposal. The Target EUD and Min EUD can be selected for the PTV, while Max EUD is used for OAR.

The gEUD is a phenomenological formula defined as below:

\[
gEUD = \left( \sum_i v_i D_i^a \right)^{1/3} \]

where \(v_i\) is the fractional organ volume receiving a dose \(D_i\) and \(a\) is a parameter that denotes the volume effect. For \(a \rightarrow -\infty\) (negative \(a\) values, down to -50 is available in practice), the gEUD approaches the minimum dose, and can be used for target volumes. When \(a = 1\), the gEUD equals the mean dose, and could be used in place of the mean objective for parallel organs. For \(a > 1\) (high \(a\) values, up to 50 in practice), the gEUD weights more on the high-dose area, normally used to drive high (maximum) dose of serial organs.

Based on the study published by Lee et al. (11) which concluded that starting with a DV-generated plan and then improving it by adding gEUD-based optimization, can reduce the number of iterations and also improve the optimum dose distribution, we conducted our planning study in two phases described as below:

**The first phase**

Run the DV-based optimization to generate a DV plan with respect to the DV criteria. The dose/fractionation prescribed for the PTV in our study was 60 Gy in 30 fractions. With regard to the OARs, dose constraints were set as follows: the maximum dose (\(D_{max}\)) to the SC and brain stem were both set as 6 Gy with the consideration of remained tolerance of the pre-irradiated tissue; the mean dose (\(D_{mean}\)) to the lens was set as 6 Gy. No constraint was set for parotid glands in this study. The dose to remaining normal tissues was minimized within a reasonable range without affecting the target coverage [Ring <54 Gy and unspecified imaged volume (UIV) <30 Gy]. The two main objectives set to achieve were \(V_{100\%} \geq 95\%\) for PTV, namely,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Case characteristics and beam angle arrangement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>Case 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTV volume (cc)</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between PTV and SC (cm)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc angle (°)</td>
<td>240-70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PTV, planning target volume; SC, spinal cord.
100% of prescription dose would encompass at least 95% volume of the PTV and \( D_{\text{max}} \) of SC <6 Gy. DV optimization was run repeatedly until the two objectives fulfilled strictly.

**The second phase**

Based on the original DV plan created in the first phase, we added the Max EUD constraint for SC to evaluate the impact of incorporating single biologically based gEUD objective function on the plan quality regarding the target dose coverage and OAR sparing. In order to investigate an approach about choosing the proper Max EUD constraint for the SC and to test the limit value, we used the gEUD value of the SC calculated from DV plan as a reference, then adopted 90% of this value (named SC\(_{gEUD90\%}\)) to set the Max EUD constraint of the SC for further optimization to generate a new DV-gEUD plan. We repeated the same method by changing Max EUD constraint of the SC to SC\(_{gEUD80\%}\), SC\(_{gEUD70\%}\) and so on to create respective new DV-gEUD plans till the criterion \( V_{100\%} \geq 95\% \) for PTV unmet. Since that the SC is a typical serial organ, a fixed parameter \( \alpha \) value of 20 was adopted per report of AAPM Task Group 166 (22). No interactions were allowed during the second phase optimization process.

We evaluated the extent of plan quality improvement after gEUD-assisted optimization by analyzing and comparing the dosimetric parameters between the original DV plans and respective DV-gEUD plans adopting specific SC Max EUD constraint.

**Evaluation parameters**

(I) PTV dose coverage: PTV \( V_{100\%} \), namely, the percentage of the target volume receiving the 100% of prescription dose as displayed on the cumulative dose-volume histogram (DVH) was reported for each plan;

(II) Conformity index (CI): a ratio used for evaluation of the fitness of the prescription isodose volume to the PTV in treatment plans. We adopted the formula defined by RTOG (23) as \( V_{RI}/TV \), where \( V_{RI} \) means reference isodose volume, and TV means target volume. The CI is usually situated between 1 and 2; when the CI approached 1, the ideal coverage achieved;

(III) Homogeneity index (HI): a ratio used for assessing dose homogeneity within the PTV. We adopted the RTOG definition of HI determined as \( D_{\text{max}} \) located in the treatment volume divided by the prescription dose (\( D_{p} \)), with a value closer to 1 indicating better homogeneity;

(IV) OAR dose distribution: we analyzed the \( D_{\text{max}} \) and gEUD of SC, and \( D_{\text{mean}} \) of the contralateral parotid gland for all plans.

**Statistical analyses**

We chose paired \( t \)-test to compare the dosimetric differences in original DV plans versus respective DV-gEUD plans when acceptable DV-gEUD plan adopting the same level of specific SC Max EUD constraint were created for all the five cases. A two-tailed \( P \) value <0.05 was considered to be significant statistically. The statistical software PASW\textsuperscript{®} Statistics 18 was used for data analyzing.

**Results**

A total of 24 plans for evaluation including five original DV plans in the first phase and 19 DV-gEUD plans composed of 3–4 plans for each case in the second phase were created. The mean volume of PTV was 103.38 cm\(^3\) (63.40–199.70 cm\(^3\)). All the DV plans fulfilled the acceptable criteria as PTV \( V_{100\%} \geq 95\% \) and SC \( D_{\text{max}} \) <6 Gy. The acceptable target coverage criterion was met in all DV-gEUD plans using SC\(_{gEUD90\%}\) and SC\(_{gEUD80\%}\) as Max EUD constraint of SC except in case 5 with the closest distance between PTV and SC of only 12 mm.

The results of dosimetric parameters regarding PTV dose distribution and SC sparing, such as PTV \( V_{100\%} \), the standard deviation (SD) inside the target and \( D_{\text{max}} \) of SC for all DV and DV-gEUD plans were summarized in Table 2. The isodose curve distribution and DVHs of the DV plan and DV-gEUD plan for case 1 is displayed in Figure 1. Better SC sparing as reducing \( D_{\text{max}} \) of SC to varied extent could be achieved by DV-gEUD optimization adopting stepwise stricter Max EUD constraints within individual case comparison with an exception of using SC\(_{gEUD70\%}\) in case 5. A trend of that the nearer of the distance between PTV and SC, the less benefit of SC sparing provided by gEUD-assisted optimization could be observed from Figure 2.

When adopting SC\(_{gEUD90\%}\) and SC\(_{gEUD80\%}\) as Max EUD constraint of SC, DV-gEUD optimization reduced the average \( D_{\text{max}} \) of SC calculated from all cases by 17.1% (mean difference 70.6±52.0 cGy, \( P=0.039 \)) and 20.3% (mean difference 83.7±48.4 cGy, \( P=0.018 \)), respectively compared to DV optimization with statistical significance. After excluding cases with largest volume
of PTV and shortest distance between PTV and SC, the reductions were 26.1% and 27.8%, respectively.

Table 3 demonstrated the relationship between the Max EUD set and the corresponding gEUD calculated of the SC and indicated that there would be an ultimate limit of gEUD. Further restriction of Max EUD objective might sacrifice the PTV coverage rather than reduce $D_{\text{max}}$ of the SC, especially in case with short distance between target and OAR.

Regarding the conformity of PTV evaluated by CI, the results were similar between DV and corresponding DV-gEUD plans in three of the five cases (cases 1, 2 and 4) as shown in Table 4 and Figure 3. There was a trend of improved CI towards 1 in the other two cases with large volume of PTV and short distance between PTV and SC, however, compromised PTV coverage was an unsatisfactory trade-off. Since that the high-dose spillage is likely the culprit in most of the serial-organ toxicities, confining the high dose region to fit the defined target volume with an acceptable dose coverage would be advantageous in such a challenging situation with heavily pre-irradiated surrounding tissues.

The HI for each individual plan was shown in Table 4 and Figure 4. As to the homogeneity of PTV, DV-gEUD plans performed slightly worse than the DV plans within the same case along with the stepwise stricter Max EUD constraint of SC used. Regarding the HI in all the five DV plans and respective DV-gEUD plans adopting SC_gEUD90% as Max EUD constraint of SC, the mean of HI was higher in the group of DV-gEUD plans with statistical significance ($1.1099$ vs. $1.1256$, $P=0.01$), indicating poorer homogeneity.

Even though single biologically based gEUD objective function for the SC was added alone on the DV plan for further optimization, improvement of the performance of contralateral parotid gland sparing by reducing the $D_{\text{mean}}$ could be obtained by this optimization approach as an additional benefit. The detailed data regarding $D_{\text{mean}}$ of the contralateral parotid gland for all DV and DV-gEUD plans were shown in Table 4 and Figure 5.

The results of statistical analyses of dosimetric parameters between groups of original DV plans and respective DV-gEUD plans adopting SC_gEUD90% and SC_gEUD80% as Max EUD constraint were presented in Table 5.

**Discussion**

Re-irradiation is recognized as a tolerable and effective treatment option for recurrent HNC in the era of
Figure 1 Comparison of isodose distribution and dose-volume histogram (DVH) of DV plan versus DV-gEUD plan adopting SC_gEUD90% as constraint for case No. 1. (A) Axial view; (B) sagittal view; (C) DVH of PTV (blue color), contralateral parotid gland (yellow color) and spinal cord (pink color). The red isodose curve represented the region of 6,000 cGy and the green isodose curve represented the region of 5,400 cGy. In DVH, solid lines represented the results of DV plan and dash lines represented the results of DV-gEUD plan. PTV, planning target volume; gEUD, generalized equivalent uniform dose; SC, spinal cord.

sophisticated modern RT technique. The use of re-irradiation is growing and to make every effort to generate an acceptable plan obtaining optimal tumor coverage without jeopardizing the surrounding previously irradiated OARs would be the most challenging and urgent goal. VMAT is considered as a promising and potential ideal
technique to apply in such a clinical dilemma. Osborn (7) reviewed the relevant planning and clinical studies regarding the VMAT for HNC concluded that dual arc VMAT could provide the theoretical benefit as similar conformity, better homogeneity and improved sparing of OARs along with shortened treatment time and less MUs compared to IMRT, but also pointed out that more clinical data on the acute and late toxicities is needed to further evaluate the efficacy of VMAT. Dogan (18) conducted a study comparing head and neck VMAT plans using Pinnacle® SmartArc with either physical DV constraints or gEUD-based approach, and showed that the biological optimization method could further yield 55% reduction in near-to-maximum SC dose, and 35% reduction in mean parotid dose. To our knowledge, this is the first planning study with primary aim to assess the feasibility and to investigate the potential benefit of incorporating biologically based gEUD objective function in the optimization process of VMAT plans for cases with recurrent HNC treated with re-irradiation. The results of our experience showed that the overall plan quality was further optimized with using the 90% of the SC gEUD calculated from the original DV plan.

Figure 2 The distribution of individual value of the maximum dose of the spinal cord (SC) from DV plan and DV-gEUD plans with stepwise stricter constraints within each case. DV, dose-volume; gEUD, generalized equivalent uniform dose; D_{max}, the maximum dose; SC\_gEUD90%, 90% of the gEUD value of the spinal cord calculated from DV plan and so on.

Table 3 The EUD constraints used for the spinal cord and the corresponding gEUD outcomes of the spinal cord in all plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan name</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
<th>Case 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EUD (cGy)</td>
<td>gEUD (cGy)</td>
<td>EUD (cGy)</td>
<td>gEUD (cGy)</td>
<td>EUD (cGy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD95%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD90%</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD80%</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD75%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD70%</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD60%</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DV, dose-volume; EUD, equivalent uniform dose; gEUD, generalized equivalent uniform dose; SC\_gEUD90%, 90% of the gEUD value of the spinal cord calculated from DV plan, and so on; N/A, not available.
SC_gEUD90% to set the added Max EUD constraint by 17.1% reduction of the $D_{\text{max}}$ of SC in DV-gEUD plan with non-inferior target coverage, similar conformity and slightly poorer homogeneity which was in line with results of other gEUD-based optimization studies (10-13,15,16).

It should be noted that the constraint used with respect to SC sparing in particular is quite challenging in our study due to that myelopathy is a devastating complication in the re-irradiation setting, and the method we recommended by additionally setting Max EUD constraint could achieve desirable extremely low dose of it when prevention of myelopathy is of paramount importance. Although DV optimization alone might meet acceptable criteria, further trivial improvement depends on repetitive DV parameters adjustment by trial and error, planner’s experience and time-consuming repeated iterations. Combined with biological optimization offers an efficient and feasible way to facilitate this process for improving overall plan quality in complicated cases. Therefore, our proposed approach is worthy of implementation in the light of these advantages.

As to the result regarding the reduction in the $D_{\text{mean}}$ of contralateral parotid gland by adopting the sole Max EUD constraint of the SC combined with multiple DV objectives in our work, the influence of biological optimization on finely tuning the DVHs resulting in further dose distribution sculpting was demonstrated. Since that the definition of EUD allows for a certain freedom in shaping the dose distribution, EUD constraint is less restrictive than multiple DV constraints and could offer an inherent trade-off between different dose levels, allowing controlled violations for some DV constraints while over-fulfilling other constraints to attain the result of an overall better dose distribution (22).

A phantom study (17) using gEUD objective in the Photon Optimizer of Varian Eclipse TPS to optimize VMAT plans published by Fogliata et al. investigated the interplay of the parameter $\alpha$ selected and OAR sparing. Their work showed that gEUD is a powerful objective tool to improve the OAR sparing without compromising the target coverage and homogeneity when applied with a proper $\alpha$ value selected according to the target/OAR geometry and structure seriality. We adopted single $\alpha$ value of 20 in our study based on two reasons. First, SC is regarded as typical serial organ, and large $\alpha$ value forces the high dose region on DVH. Moreover, the $D_{\text{max}}$ in the OAR was minimized effectively with $\alpha$ values up to 20, while further increasing $\alpha$ to 40 provided no additional improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan name</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
<th>Case 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>1.1033</td>
<td>1.783</td>
<td>3.076</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD95%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD90%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD80%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD75%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD70%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC_gEUD60%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Dosimetric comparison between DV and DV-gEUD plans with stepwise stricter constraints regarding HI, CI and contralateral parotid mean dose.
Figure 3 The distribution of individual value of the conformity index from the DV plan and the DV-gEUD plans with stepwise stricter constraints within each case. DV, dose-volume; SC, spinal cord; gEUD, generalized equivalent uniform dose; CI, conformity index; SC_gEUD90%, 90% of the gEUD value of the spinal cord calculated from DV plan and so on.

Figure 4 The distribution of individual value of the homogeneity index from the DV plan and the DV-gEUD plans with stepwise stricter constraints within each case. DV, dose-volume; SC, spinal cord; gEUD, generalized equivalent uniform dose; HI, homogeneity index; SC_gEUD90%, 90% of the gEUD value of the spinal cord calculated from DV plan and so on.
The results of case 5 in our study indicated that the distance between OAR and target is a key factor impacting greatly on the extent of benefit provided by this gEUD-assisted optimization process and also confirmed the finding of trade-off between OAR sparing for high doses and target coverage in addition to homogeneity from Fogliata’s phantom study (17). The clinicians need to judge the worthiness of this trade-off with caution in such complicated cases.

Be different from the study design either pure gEUD-based used by Dogan, or hybrid method with opposite sequence, namely, initial biological optimization followed by further modification with DV optimization proposed by Guo (10), we simplified the approach proposed by Lee (11).

Table 5 Statistical analyses of dosimetric parameters between groups of DV and respective DV-gEUD plans adopting SC\_gEUD90\% and SC\_gEUD80\% as spinal cord Max EUD constraint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dosimetric parameter</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>SC_gEUD90%</th>
<th>SC_gEUD80%</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DV vs. SC_gEUD90%</td>
<td>DV vs. SC_gEUD80%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC D_{max} (cGy)</td>
<td>412.2±86.2</td>
<td>341.7±106.7</td>
<td>328.5±108.8</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contralateral parotid D_{mean} (cGy)</td>
<td>491.0±337.0</td>
<td>371.6±257.5</td>
<td>335.4±221.2</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{100%} (%)</td>
<td>97.72±1.08</td>
<td>96.90±1.33</td>
<td>95.56±2.20</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>1.1099±0.0160</td>
<td>1.1210±0.0149</td>
<td>1.1256±0.0210</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>1.2472±0.0939</td>
<td>1.2163±0.1236</td>
<td>1.1635±0.1447</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DV, dose-volume; gEUD, generalized equivalent uniform dose; SC D_{max}, the maximum dose of spinal cord; V_{100\%}, the percentage of the target volume receiving the prescription dose; D_{mean}, mean dose; HI, homogeneity index; CI, conformity index; SC\_gEUD90\%, 90\% of the gEUD value of the spinal cord calculated from DV plan; SC\_gEUD80\%, 80\% of the gEUD value of the spinal cord calculated from DV plan; N/A, not available; SC, spinal cord.
that starting with a DV-generated plan followed by adding gEUD-based optimization with single Max EUD constraint for a chosen OAR instead of multiple EUD objectives applied in their work. Owing to the fact that biological optimization was developed and could be chosen on commercial TPSs for a decade, it is still not popular and unfamiliar to most radiation oncology professionals, a minimal learning curve is expected to incorporate the biological optimization into clinical practice by using this method.

There were several limitations of this study. First, the issue of priority/weight during optimization process related to personal experience and preference might affect the dosimetric outcome. Second, biological evaluation tools such as TCP/NTCP were not used to replace physical indices with the reason as much more challenging task will be necessary to validate such biological models and parameters that attempt to describe treatment outcomes observed clinically in spite of the potential benefits of it. Moreover, we adopted a fixed $\alpha$ parameter of 20 without testing the influence of varied parameter $\alpha$ value. Since that the gEUD ($\alpha$) value depends on the DVH shape, and there is no published data on gEUD ($\alpha$) tolerance levels for specific organs. This makes more difficult a correct use of the gEUD objective, once applied the proper organ-specific $\alpha$ value. Our study recommended a useful method for reference in a re-irradiation setting of HNC. Further clinical studies evaluating the patient toxicity related to gEUD and the $\alpha$ parameter for the most important critical structures would be needed for a more biologically conscious use of the gEUD-based optimization. For actual implementation in daily treatment, some factors should also be considered such as patient-specific quality assurance (QA) procedures, MUs and verification of delivery accuracy. Several studies (24,25) reported on the methods for an accurate assessment of the delivered dose on different SC sections and planning techniques to spare doses to the SC, which is considerably important in a re-irradiation setting. We may need further investigations to clarify these issues.

In conclusion, we proposed and proved the feasibility of a simple and efficient way to integrate the biological and physical constraints in the DV-based plan by adopting a sole Max EUD objective for SC with SC_gEUD90% recommended for further biological optimization in order to produce better plan quality in the re-irradiation setting using VMAT for HNC to diminish the risk of myelopathy.

More studies dedicated to a better understanding of the correlation between the $\alpha$ parameter and the OAR radiobiology would be warranted.
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